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The investigation of the electroiiic structure o£ the benzene molecule is of

considerable interest for theoretical chemistry and, in. particular, for the

understanding öl aromatic hydrocarboa molecules. The electroaic structure of

benzene has been discussed in detail by Jousson and Lindhülm . Taking

into account data on photoelectron spectroscopy, mass-spectroscopy, optical

abSorption, electron impact spectra, theoretical calculations and bonding

properties of the differeut orbitals, they arrived at a special ordering of

the 10 filjed electron orbitals above the carbon Is-shell. Quite a few con-

clusions were derived from the electron impact energy loss spectrum measured

by Lassettre, Skerbele, DilIon. and ROSS covering the energy ränge from 5 to

17 eV. This procedure is correct, provided the Born approximation for ehe in-

elastic electron scattering holds, siiice in this case electron loss spectra

should give the same Information äs optical absorption. The relatively sharp

structures of the ejectron impact spectra2 were interpreted äs Rydberg series.

More detailed Information on. the whole energy ränge, where excitations of all

but the C ts-electrons are expected to occur, may be derived from optical ab-

sorption measurements using a continuous light source and an improved resolutioa.

Here we give mcasurements of the optical absorption of benzene vapour in the

VUV-region for photon energies from 6 to 35 eV. The Synchrotron radiation of

the 7.5 GeV electron Synchrotron DESY3 imposed no restrictions on spectral con-

tinui ty. The apparatus and expcrimental techniques have already been described4.

Additiona]ly, we used a 600 Jines/mm grating blazed at 1200 A and a closed ab-

sorption cell with a LiF-window for measurements up to 11.5 eV. The wavelength

resolution was somewhat better than l A and 4 A depeiiding on the grating used.

This corresponds to 0.01 eV and 0.03 eV at 10 eV respective]y. The absolute

photon energies given by our results are correct within ±0.015 eV.
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The abSorption spectrum (Fig. l) shows a broad and coiitinuum like absorption

startiag above the strong E,^—A, excitation at 6.9 eV with a maximum at
] u l g

about 17.8 eV, iollowed by a smooth decrease of the absorption cross section

at higher energies, similar to the absorption spectra of the n-alkanes''. With

the exception of additional details displayed here, the main ieatures of the

absorption spectrum are in good agreement with absolute cross section va.lues

äs given in Rei. J ' 6 > '' .

Figurc 2 gi ves the regioa between 6 and 15 cV on an expanded scale. The spectraJ

ränge up to 9.2 eV has beeil extensively discussed0. As regards the eJctronic

structure, the very intense absorption at around 6,9 eV äs wel] äs the preceding

absorption band with some diffuse vibrationa] structure starting at about 6.0 eV

have been generaljy ascribed to TT-TT transitions. The main pe.ak i s ascribed to

an !•' -1- A, t r an s i t i on and the preceding band to a B, <- A, transition. In the
lu Ig r lu Ig

euergy ränge between 6,9 and 9.3 eV the main structures of the absorption, äs

measured with a higher resoJution by Wnlkinson10 are reproduced. The Rydberg

series R and R', äs named by Wilkinson converging at the first ionization ümit

at 9,247 eV, are markcd.

Tndications for the group of bands in. the ränge from 9.16 to 9.80 eV and from

10.40 to about 10.80 eV come from photographic plates t.aken by Price and Walsh"1

The additional structure, äs secp. by Goto'% between 9.6 and 10.40 eV is not

con f i rmed by our spectra. The ilour band s starting a t 10.40 e.V äs we 11 äs the

general increase of the absorption with a maximum at about 11.0 eV shows up äs

autoionization structures in the mass spectroscopic study oi" photoionization by

Dibeler and ReeseT ̂  arid by Brehm ^.



For a discussion of ehe ab sorption structures above t he t wo ir-7r excitations

äs being due to Rydberg series converging at different ionization potentials

we ref er to Table l. Colutmi one contaiiis Information on t he different ionization

Potentials äs won by the convergence of Rydberg series1D » l 5 and by photoelectron

spectroscopy:5~13. Since the photoe]ectron spectra of Turner]R show the best

resolution the ionization potentials derived from them have been used throughout

this work. Column two contains the assignment of these ionization potentials to

the different orbitals, characterized by their group theoretical notation äs

givcn in Ref.1 and . The bondiug properties of the orbitals have been taken

frora , won by symmetry considerations, e.g. the correlation diagrara givea by

Herzberg^ and the coefficients of the atomic functions in LCAO-calculations

(e.g. Ref.2"). The fourth column in Table l gives the symmetry allowed transitions

from these orbitals to Rydberg levels of s, p and d-symmetry in the united atom

limit. In addition to the quantum numbers ns, np and nd the symmetry of the

particular Rydberg orbita] in the group D,-, of the benzene moÜecule is indicated.

The polarization direction äs well äs the character of the Rydberg levels with

respect to the reflectioii a at the molecular plane are also givea in the column.

We expect the transition probability and the quantum defect 5 to decrease going

from s to p and d 2 1. As negative characters Xf^) are equivalent to a nodal

plane of the Rydberg orbital in the molecular plane, we expect these transitions

to be much less prominent than transitions with X(Qh) > ° l•

The break-up of the molecular ion only Starts for photoii energies above

13.8 c V 1 3 » * 4 . It is , therefore, most probable that the allowed Rydberg states

bound to ious beüow this energy are well defined states and should show up in

the absorption spectra.
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The last column iiidi cates t hose photoelectron peaks for whi ch vib ratioaal

structure ha s been observed ' 3 . The vibrational s tructure äs measured by

Turner18 is given by t he inserted parts of Fig. 2 . We expect t he corresponding

vibrat ional structure for ehe Rydberg series con verging at these particular

ionization potentiaJs. Our discussion will confirm this correspondencc .

As regards ehe first ionization. potential it shouJd be noted t ha t the peaks

a t 6.89 and 6.98 eV (the whole absorption structure. in this energy ra;ige

corresponds very nicely tu the photodensiometric spectra taken by Wilkiason j

do not have a couaterpart in Turner 's photoelectron spectrumie. This corro-

borates the Interpretation given. for these peaks in10 äs being due tu the

underl ying r-',1] excitation. There is, äs yet , no delini t group theoretical

assigntnent for Wi Iki tison ' s R and R1 series > ~ , but Lhere secms to be general

agreement t ha t the ionization potential at 9.25 eV i s due to the rcmovaJ o£

electroas l'rom the TT- l e . -orbi ta] .

The good corrcsponde.iLce of the vibratioiial structure between the photoe] ectroci.

spectrunt for the second ionixation potential at 11.49 eV and Lhe groups of

banda starting at 9.16 eV in the absorption spectrura confirms the assignment

öl" this absorption structure äs a iirst raeraber of a Rydberg series couverging

at l l .45 eV. The sccond and third tnembers of this series would then be the

group o f band s äs indi cated in Fig . 2 which approximately i" i t in to a Rydberg

lormula with quantutn defect i = 0.47. This series has been assigned in' to

the npe . series convcrging at 3e, . We note, houever, that the vibratioiial

structure of the second mcmber is different f rora that of the first.

We äs s i g n the absorption structure in the ränge of 11.0 eV up to 13 eV, äs

in1, to three RyH^rg series äs showii in Fig. 2, riamely: Sc'Wnsa (6̂ 0.77)
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and 3e —*nda , nde (£">"(). 12) (compare Table l ) . In. this way t he steep increase

of absorption near I I eV is explained by the first member of a s-type Rydberg

series. A s-series of similar strength should be expected to converge at the

TT-la ionizatioii limi t: (see Table ]).

It is still an open question äs to how to assign the a~3e^ and TT-la^. orbitals to
2g 2u

the second (11.49) and third ionization potential (12.0 - 12.3 eV)24. In both

cases a problem arises, which has not been discussed, when the electron energy

loss spectra have been interpreted > : if the ordering äs given in Table l

and the above assignment of the Rydberg series starting at 9.16 eV is correct,

we see no clear indication for the expected s-type series leading to l a,> which

we have indicated together with the possible d-type series by dashed lines in

Fig. 2. Alternatively, if the order of the orbitals is reversed the observed

series has to be assigned t o an la„—*risa, series. An areument for the second
& 2u Ig ft

ionization potential being 7T-la7 comes from photoelectron work of W.C. Price

aad D.G. Streets19 on benzene and its fluorine derivatives. In this case, however,

there i s 110 c] ear iudication for the expected 3e0—»-npe, series .
2g lu

We attribute the structure near 14.6 eV to the transition 3a,—*-3pe. with the
Ig r lu

same quantum def ect 5̂ 0.47 äs for 3en-*-npe. . However, we are not able t o con-
2g l lu

firm without doubt the vibrational structure reported in Ref. and seen with

the same spacirig in the corresponding photoelectron peak. This is due to our

experimental conditions: since the absorption is very high vapour pressure in

the windowless absorption cell must be kept very low. Because of the photoelec-

tric regi a (.ration used a possible vibrational structure is, in this case,

difficult to distinguish from noise arising from pressure fluctuations.



As Table l shows Rydberg series are possible to occur at hi gher eaergies.

Sinee for these eaergies processes like ionization., dissociation and pre-

dicssociatiou äs well äs possible N - V transitions of the o-electrons most

probabJ y contribute more strongly than at Iower energies to the total ab-

Sorption cross section, it seems impossible to Interpret the broad continuum

like structures in. our spectra at 16.00 and 37.80 eV unequivocally.
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Table l Electronic propertles öl benzene

Figure Capt^ior^s

Fig. l Ab sorption spectrum of benzene vapour f rom 6 t o 35 eV.

Fig. 2 Absorption spectrum of benzene vapour from 6 to 15 eV.

Lonizatioii potentials and inserts are taken from photo-

eJectroii spectra from Turner (Ref.18). Indicated Rydberg

series bave beeil calculated using t he giveii quantum

defects.
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